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Measurements of total reaction cross sections for some light nuclei at intermediate energies
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Measurements of the total reaction cross section for 12⫺16C, 14⫺17N, and 16⫺18O on carbon target at intermediate energies were performed on the Radioactive Ion Beam Line of the Heavy Ion Research Facility in
Lanzhou. A larger enhancement of  R for 15C was observed than for its neighbors. Evidence for possible
anomalous nuclear structure in 15C was revealed in the analysis of the total reaction cross section in terms of
the difference factor d.
PACS number共s兲: 25.60.Dz, 27.20.⫹n, 24.10.⫺i

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of neutron skin and neutron halo nuclei such as 6 He, 8 He, 11Li, 11Be, 14Be, 14B, 19C, etc.
关1–5兴, through several experimental methods such as measurement of the total reaction cross section, the study on the
structure of nuclei far from the ␤ -stability line is of particular interest regarding the possible existence of new skin and
halo nuclei. It was shown that the information about such
nuclear structure can be extracted from the total reaction
cross section, fragment momentum distribution of fragmentation reaction, quadrupole moment and Coulomb dissociation, etc. 关3–9兴.
Recent measurement of the interaction cross section at
960 MeV/nucleon exhibits a one-neutron halo structure of
19
C 关5兴. The investigation on the Coulomb dissociation of
19
C supports the assumption of the halo structure 关10兴. The
measurement of the momentum distribution is also in favor
of this conclusion 关11兴. The momentum distribution width of
14
C from the breakup of 15C extracted to be 67
⫾3 MeV/c is quite narrow although it is larger than the
width (42⫾4 MeV/c) of 18C from the breakup of 19C 关11兴.
Similar proof was demonstrated in another momentum distribution measurement 关12兴. So far, the extraction of the
nucleon density distribution in nuclei and nuclear radii from
experimental total reaction cross section has been done almost exclusively by using Glauber model. But the comparison of available data at relativistic energies and data at intermediate energies has shown great discrepancies. It was
pointed out by Ozawa et al. that Glauber model calculation
always underestimates the cross sections at intermediate energies, if one assumes harmonic-oscillator 共HO兲-type density
distribution and determines the width parameter by reproducing the interaction cross section at relativistic energies 关4兴.
For quantitative discussion, a difference factor d was defined
as 关4兴
d⫽

 R 共 exp兲 ⫺  R 共 G 兲
,
 R共 G 兲
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where  R (exp) is the experimental  R at intermediate energies and  R (G) is the  R calculated by the Glauber model at
the same energies with HO-type density distribution obtained
by fitting the experimental  R at relativistic energy. It was
shown that d is about 10–20 % for stable nuclei and nuclei
near ␤ -stability line. For nuclei with anomalous structure d
will be 30–40 % and even up to 50%. For the large value of
d, 15C was suggested tentatively to have an anomalous
nuclear structure 共a halo or a skin兲 关4兴. In order to draw any
conclusive statements on the structure of exotic nuclei from
the measured total nuclear reaction cross section at intermediate energies, the investigation on the isotope and isospin
dependence of d is very important. Since only a few measurements of  R at intermediate energy range have been
made, there are no clear isotope and isospin dependence of d
for light exotic nuclei. Thus, more measurements of  R at
intermediate energies are needed for the systematic study of
the structure of light exotic nuclei.
Section II of this paper describes our experimental procedure and the data analysis method. Section III compares the
experimental result with the Glauber model calculation and
investigates the isotope dependence of the difference factor
d. A brief summary and our conclusions are presented in
Sec. IV.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Experimental procedure

The total interaction cross section was determined by relating the number of ions incident on the target to the ions
passing the target without interaction. This transmission-type
experiment method was described as below.
The experiment was performed at the Institute of Modern
Physics in Lanzhou. Secondary radioactive nucleus beams
were produced by Radioactive Ion Beam Line in Lanzhou
共RIBLL兲 through the projectile fragmentation of a 60 MeV/
nucleon 18O primary beam accelerated by Heavy Ion Research Facility in Lanzhou 共HIRFL兲. The detector setup is
shown in Fig. 1. A diaphragm was used to constrict the beam
size. A timing signal from a scintillator at the second focal
plane T2 served as the start of a time-to-amplitude converter
which was stopped by a signal derived from another scintil-
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FIG. 1. Detector setup for measuring  R of C, N, O isotopes on
C target.

12

lator installed at the first focal plane Tl. This provided a
measurement of the time-of-flight 共TOF兲 of the incident ions.
The first transmission Si surface barrier detector gave their
energy losses. Figure 2 is a bidimentional representation of
⌬E 1 versus TOF that enable a direct identification of the
incoming ions. Behind the reaction target, a telescope comprised of three transmission Si surface barrier detectors, followed by a CsI共Tl兲 crystal readout by a photomultiplier was
used to identify the noninteracting beam particles. In this
experiment, the ⌬E detectors had thicknesss 300, 300, 1000,
and 580  m, respectively. The thickness of the carbon target was 1 mm. In order to avoid the loss of scattered ions, the
four detectors were mounted very compactly and the distance between the reaction target and the telescope was just
2.7 cm.
B. Data analysis

Due to the energy dependence of the reaction cross section, the accurate determination of the incident ionic energy
is required. In the analysis each Si detector was calibrated in
energy by Monte Carlo simulation based on the energy-range
relationship of energetic ions 关13兴. In this simulation method,
an accurate algorithm for the energy-range relation is expected. The exact description of this relation is very compli-

FIG. 2. Bidimensional representation of (⌬E versus TOF兲 particle identification before the target.

FIG. 3. Correlation plot for two energy losses of the first Si
detector and the second Si detector with targetout. The solid line is
the band of 17N by simulation as described in the text, the experimental points after calibration were shown to overlap nicely with
the simulated band.

cated. Approximately, the energy-range relation of ions can
be described by the following equation 关14兴:
R⫽

a
A

(b⫺1) 2

Z

E b,

共2兲

where E is the kinetic energy of the ion in units of MeV, A
and Z are the mass and atomic number of the ion, and a and
b are parameters. But the error becomes larger with the decrease of energy. Calculations show that this error is approximately in inverse proportion to the effective charge of the
ion. In order to give a better description of the energy-range
relation at low energies, we present a new expression
R⫽

a
A

Z ␦

(b⫺1) 2 2

E b,

共3兲

where ␦ 2 ⫽1⫺exp关⫺c⫺dE/(A(b⫺1)Z2)兴 comes from the energy dependence of the effective charge 关13,15兴. The parameters a, b, c, and d are optimized for 17N in the calculation by
a least-squares fit to the results of TRIM96 关16兴. It was shown
that Eq. 共3兲 could give a better description of the energyrange relationship of energetic ions than Eq. 共2兲, especially at
low energies. Using Eq. 共3兲, the stopping of ions in the detectors could be simulated. A linearity transformation like
⌬E i ⫽k i (x i ⫺x 0i ), where x i is the channel number of the
ith ⌬E detector, k i and x 0i are constants and ⌬E i is the
energy loss for the ith ⌬E detector after energy calibration
expressed in MeV, was made for each ⌬E detector. Adjusting the constants k i and x 0i to make a good overlap between
the calibrated experimental points and the simulated bands,
we could get good energy calibration for all ⌬E detectors. In
the calibration good overlap was obtained for all the measured isotope bands at the same time. In Fig. 3, the correlation for two energy losses of the first Si detector (300  m)
and the second Si detector (300  m) is displayed. From the
figure we can see that the simulation band is in good agreement with the experimental points.
The energy-deposition spectra after the target shown in
Fig. 4 was obtained by using TOF and ⌬E 1 gates which
select 17N as the incident ions. Events left to the dotted line
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TABLE I. Total reaction cross section for C, N, O isotopes with
C target at intermediate energies.

12

Projectile
12

C
C
14
C
15
C
16
C
14
N
15
N
16
N
17
N
16
O
17
O
18
O
13

FIG. 4. Energy-deposition spectra of 17N after the target. The
events left of the dotted line near 450 MeV are counted as reaction
events which are obtained by a Gaussian fit to the peak.

near 450 MeV are counted as reactions 关17兴. From this spectra we obtain a probability  1 , defined as the ratio of reactions to total events. The subscript ‘‘1’’ denotes that the reactions take place beyond the first Si detector. The
probability  2 , for reactions occurring beyond the second Si
detector, was found from the spectra taken with an additional
⌬E 2 energy gate which excludes particles reacting in the
target and the second Si detector. The probability  3 was
found similarly. Then the reaction cross section in the third
Si detector was obtained from the difference between  2 and
 3 关17兴. The reaction probability in the second Si detector
denoted as  2 can be calculated out from this  R . From the
difference between  1 and  2 , the reaction probability in the
target and the second Si detector denoted as  1 can be obtained. Finally, we determined  R in the carbon target from
the difference between  1 and  2 which cancels out the reactions in the second Si detector, for details see Ref. 关17兴.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The  R data was presented in Table I. The energy represents the incident ion’s energy in the middle of the carbon
target. The errors of  R refer to the statistical error plus the
mean systematic error (⫾3%) of extrapolating the reaction
events of low-Q-value reactions into the middle of the nonreacted ion’s peak.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of our results with the
Glauber model calculation using the same procedure as
adopted in Ref. 关4兴. It can be seen from the figure that the

Energy 共MeV/nucleon兲

 R 共mb兲

40.7
33.4
27.4
20.7
39.0
39.3
33.1
27.3
35.0
38.7
32.6
28.0

1173⫾56
1296⫾40
1357⫾75
1601⫾130
1559⫾44
1291⫾66
1363⫾55
1437⫾69
1362⫾34
1277⫾74
1360⫾42
1393⫾59

present data for 12C and 13C agree with earlier measurements. The Glauber model underestimates  R at intermediate
energies for all the nuclei and larger difference between
model calculation and the experimental data was shown for
15
C.
In Ref. 关4兴 evidence was shown for the difference factor d
being higher for 15C, but there is no data for 13C, 14C, and
16
C. In order to see the systematic behavior of d, we calculated it for the reaction systems measured in the present experiment. The (N-Z) dependence of d was given in Fig. 6.
For carbon, the results of Ozawa et al. was also shown 关4兴. d
from the present experiment for 15C is also very large and
we have added the d of 15C’s neighbor nuclei 13,14,16C which
is very important for the conclusion of the existence of
anomalous nuclear structure in 15C. It can be seen from the
figure that d shows an abnormal increase for 15C. This supports the assumption of a possible anomalous nuclear structure for 15C. Due to the nonapplicability of the Glauber
model at intermediate energy range, it seems like that d
could be beam-energy dependent. The present data for 15C
was taken at a beam-energy lower than for other isotopes
共Table I兲 and the Glauber calculation could be expected to
perform worse, the lower the beam energy, so that there
could be larger systematic error for 15C. But the extraction of
nucleon distribution and nuclear radii from the total reaction

FIG. 5. The energy dependence of  R for C, N, O isotopes
with carbon target. The solid lines
are calculated using the Glauber
model along with HO-type density
distribution. The present data are
indicated by the diamonds. The
solid dots are data taken from
Refs. 关4,5,18兴, the stars are calculated by the parametrized formula
of  R 关19兴.
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FIG. 7. Isospin dependences of the difference factor 共d兲 for C
isotope at intermediate energy. The solid uptriangles indicated the
data from Ref. 关4兴 by the Glauber calculation. The open triangles
are results calculated by BUU model 关4,21兴. The solid and open
circles were the data from the present experiment by the Glauber
and BUU calculations, respectively. The curves are to guide the
eye. For details of the BUU calculation see Refs. 关20,21兴.

FIG. 6. The (N⫺Z) dependence of the difference factor 共d兲.
The present data are indicated by the solid dots. The triangles are
taken from Refs. 关4兴, the open circles are taken from Refs. 关22,23兴.
The experimental  R of target other than carbon were normalized to
the value with carbon target by using the parametrized formula of
 R 关19兴.

cross section at both high energies and intermediate energies
was done almost exclusively by using the Glauber model. To
extract nuclear structure information from the cross section
at intermediate energies using the difference factor d is one
of the most important methods at present. It was pointed out
that the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck 共BUU兲 calculations
can reproduce the experimental total reaction cross section at
intermediate energies better than the Glauber calculation
关20兴. The 10–20 % systematical underestimation of  R by
the Glauber model for normal nuclei was removed out by the
BUU calculation. But the difference factor d of nuclei with
an anomalous structure are larger than that of their neighbors
both for BUU and Glauber calculation 关21兴. The results are
shown in Fig. 7. For comparison the data from the present
experiment was also plotted in this figure. An increase of d
from our experiment by BUU calculation was also shown for
15
C as compared to that of 13,14C. This suggests that the
difference factor is sensitive to the nuclear structure such as
the neutron halo or skin. The use of the Glauber model in the
analysis of the difference factor would give larger value of d
for the experimental point at lower energies, but should not
have much effect on the conclusion. For 17C, the possible
existence of an abnormal nuclear structure is also indicated
from other experiments 关22,23兴. For N and O isotopes which
we have measured in this experiment, there is no indication

of special nuclear structure since d is less than 20%, although
it varies little for different nuclei. The high-energy data from
Ref. 关4兴 indicates that 15C is of normal size, while the analysis of the cross section at intermediate energy in terms of the
difference factor d demonstrates that 15C has anomalous
structure. To clarify this discrepancy, more experimental
measurement of  R at more energies points and with more
precise methods should be performed.
IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the total reaction cross sections for 12⫺16C,
N, and 16⫺18O at intermediate energies were measured.
A method of Monte Carlo simulation based on the energyrange relation of energetic ions for energy calibration of ⌬E
detector was introduced. Comparison of the total reaction
cross section with Glauber model calculations was made.
Using HO-type density distribution, the Glauber calculation
always underestimates the  R at intermediate energies. A
larger enhancement of  R for 15C was observed than for its
neighbors. For 15C, the abnormal increase of the difference
factor d as compared to its neighbors and the narrow width
of momentum distribution 关11兴 support the assumption of its
possible anomalous nuclear structure. Further experiments
are needed to confirm above conclusions.
14⫺17
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